
Guided Practice


Guided Practice is interactive instruction between teacher and students. After the teacher introduces new learning, he/she begins the student practice process by engaging students in a similar task to what they will complete later in the lesson independently. Students and teacher collaboratively complete the task as a model. The teacher leads the activity but solicits help from students at predetermined points along the way. Through the completion of the guided practice task, the teacher gradually releases more and more responsibility of the thinking to students, and offers less assistance from the teacher. Teachers should be using this time to recognize any need to re-teach portions from the Introduction to New Learning and to determine when/if students are ready to work independently.



Prep Work: 


Plan and prepare guided practice activities that require interaction between teacher and students and will continue to build students’ understanding of the content. 

Give clear directions for how students should engage with the teacher to complete the guided practice task. 

Circulate around the classroom and monitor student progress. This is a time for the teacher to assist students who may need more guidance and support. 


Address misconceptions and praise success by giving direct and specific feedback to students. 




Variations:

 Break it Down

Address errors by breaking content into smaller pieces.

 Ratio

Increase student thinking by asking more open-ended questions. Have students explain the “why” and “how” questions surrounding their understanding regarding a concept.

Games

Make Guided Practice a game. Games increase focus, allows opportunity for practice and are fun for students. See the game template link for examples of games that make for great Guided Practice.





Consider using guided practice activities that will allow students to share their thinking with the whole class. Students develop their own thinking by hearing the thought process of their peers.




Be sure to check for understanding from ALL students before moving on from Guided Practice. Ensure that all students have an opportunity to respond to questions, receive feedback and practice alongside the teacher until they are fluent in the content/task.



Links To Other Resources

 HISD Lesson Planning Guide

 Sample Guided Practice

Activities

 Game Templates

 Lesson Plan Tips for Guided  Practice

 Research

